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IMPROVING MONGREL FARM FLOCKS THROUGH
SELECTED STANDARDBRED COCKERELS1
WILLIAM A. LIPPINCOTT

Grading is recognized among livestock men as the quickest
and cheapest breeding method of improving an ordinary farm
herd. For the commercial production of food of animal origin, good grades may be as economical as purebreds. The
practice of grading is growing rapidly. It is resulting in an
increased efficiency in food production and reacting to the
lasting benefit of the pure breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, and
swine.
There are several very good reasons why grading has not
been so generally adopted as a breeding practice with regard
to farm flocks of chickens. I t is, in the first place, much
simpler to develop a standardbred flock of chickens than a
purebred herd of larger animals. The initial cost is relatively
small and the rate of reproduction more rapid. There are no
registry rules to be abided by and pedigree records, desirable
as they may be, are not required. In very many, perhaps most
communities of the Middle West, the demand for vigorous
standardbred cockerels is so insistent that a considerable
source of profit is overlooked on those farms which harbor
other than standardbred flocks.
A further reason f o r the nonadoption of grading as a poultry breeding method is found in the multiplicity of breeds
and varieties. Even in sections where standardbred poultry
is abundant, so many types and colors are found, that buyers
and packers have been unable to secure large enough numbers
of any one type and color to justify paying a premium for
uniformity. There has therefore been little financial incentive in grading up poultry for market. This difficulty may
possibly not be overcome until general conditions are such as
to make cooperative effort along agricultural lines more neces-
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sary than a t present. If that time arrives, with it may come
the possibility of a given community uniting upon a certain
breed and variety of chickens and producing it and its grades
in large enough numbers to warrant buyers in paying a premium for uniformity.
With the discovery by Pearl1 that high winter egg production in the Barred Plymouth Rock breed is inherited by
pullets only from their sires, and not from their dams, new
light was thrown on the possibilities of grading as a poultry
breeding method on the general farm. For the farmer whose
attention has been so taken by other matters that he has not
found it possible t o give a standardbred flock his thought, it
appears that grading, by means of standardbred cockerels
from high-producing families, ought to offer a ready and
rapid means of improving egg production, as well as of securing a uniform flock, assuming that high production is inherited in other breeds in the same way as in the Plymouth
Rock.
From the standpoint of breeders of standardbred poultry,
the adoption of grading as a more general farm practice would
undoubtedly prove desirable in three ways : (1) It would
open a wider outlet for standardbred cockerels, (2) awaken
a still larger interest in standardbred poultry in the open
country than now prevails, and (3) tend to raise the average
egg production of the standard breeds.
The interest of the farmer of the Middle West is in egg
production. When he buys standardbred males he consistently demands cockerels from high-producing families. This
is due largely to the wide interest in good egg production
fostered and developed by state agricultural experiment stations which have been conducting egg-laying contests. Recently, however, it has been heightened by food conditions
growing out of the war. Should this demand continue, as
there is every reason to believe i t will, there will be an
increased effort on the part of breeders to meet it. This
can only mean a higher average production of the breeds
commonlv found on general farms.
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HISTORY OF THE EXPERIMENT

It was with some of the foregoing considerations in mind
that in the fall of 1912 the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station undertook an investigation which has since been known
as “The Grading Experiment.” Its object was to ascertain
what influence selected standardbred cockerels might have in
improving mongrel flocks of chickens with regard to egg production and uniformity.
Unfortunately a storm wrecked the building in which the
experiment was housed, in the midst of the first breeding
season. The pens were unavoidably mixed and the work for
t h a t year came to naught. The following fall, 1913, a new
start was made which marks the beginning of the work herein
reported.
Forty mongrel pullets were purchased from Perry Brothers,
poultry packers, Manhattan. These were divided into four
lots of ten each on November 1, the lots being so selected that
they were a s similar as possible in type, weight, and development. No consideration was given to color. The appearance
of these pullets sometime after their purchase is shown in
figures 1, 8, 15, and 22. These figures show the four lots into
which the pullets were divided, being entered on the records
as Pens I, II, III, and IV, respectively.
The original four pens were housed from November 1, 1913,
to November 1, 1914, in colony houses t h a t were identical and
surrounded by yards of equal size. On November 1,1914, each
original pen was displaced by a pen of daughters (see following) and the original females turned in with the general college
flock until their respective laying years were completed. This
process was repeated for each of the three years.
All pens were fed the same ration throughout the experiment, so f a r a s proportions were concerned, the amount fed
each pen being varied according to its needs. All were given
all the feed they would consume and remain active. In so far
as it was possible to make them, the environmental conditions
were the same for all of the 16 pens.
A White Orpington cockerel (legband 1E) was mated with
Pen I (legbands 51 to 60, inclusive) ; a Barred Rock cockerel
(legband 3E), with Pen II (legbands 61 to 70, inclusive); a
Single Comb White Leghorn cockerel (legband 105E), with
Pen III (legbands 71 to 80, inclusive) ; and a mongrel cockerel
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(legband 8E), with Pen IV (legbands 81 t o 90, inclusive). The
cockerels mated to the first three pens were, according to the
information furnished by their breeders, from high-producing families of their respective breeds. The mongrel cockerel
was purchased from the packing house with the mongrel pullets. As with the pullets, nothing was known about his breeding beyond what might be surmised from his appearance.
The appearance of these cockerels may be seen in figures 2,
9, 16, and 23, and the pedigrees of l E , 3E, and 105E, in so f a r
as they were furnished by the breeders from whom they were
purchased, are to be found in the accompanying legends.
The following fall, 1914, ten of the pullet offspring from
each of the foregoing pens were mated with cockerels of the
same breeds as their respective sires.
The pullets out of Pen I (legbands 1 t o 10, inclusive) comprised Pen V ; those from Pen II (legbands 11 to 20, inclusive), Pen VI; those from Pen III (legbands 21 to 30, inclusive), Pen VII; and those from Pen IV (legbands 31 to
40, inclusive), Pen VIII.
One pullet was selected from each female in Pens I to IV
that had surviving daughters. In the cases where there were
no daughters, pullets from other females in the same pen were
used. The basis of choice in such cases was vigor and similarity to the breed of their sires. The egg records of their
dams were not consulted. The appearance of the individuals
in the respective pens may be seen in figures 3, 10, 17 and 24.
The cockerels used during the second year’s breeding were
as follows: Pen V, White Orpington 101E ; Pen VI, Barred
Plymouth Rock 102E; Pen VII, Single Comb White Leghorn
103E; and Pen VIII, mongrel 10E. The appearance of these
males may be seen in figures 4, 11, 18, and 25, and their
breeding in so far as furnished by their breeders is given in
the accompanying legends.
The next fall, 1915, the process was repeated. Ten pullets
(legbands 600 t o 609, inclusive) out of Pen V constituted
Pen IX and were mated with White Orpington cockerel 2E.
Ten pullets (legbands 610 to 619, inclusive) from Pen VI
were mated as Pen X with Barred Plymouth Rock cockerel 5E.
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The same number of pullets (legbands 620 to 629, inclusive)
from Pen VII was mated with Single Comb White Leghorn
cockerel 6E, and recorded as Pen XI. Ten mongrel daughters
(legbands 630 t o 639, inclusive) from Pen VIII were mated
with mongrel cockerel 4E and constituted Pen XII.
The appearance of the pullets in Pens IX to XII is shown
in figures 5, 12, 19, and 26, and that of the cockerels in figures
6, 13, 20, and 27. The breeding of 2E and 6E, as reported by
the breeders from whom the birds were purchased, is shown
in the accompanying legends. Barred Plymouth Rock cockerel 5E was purchased from the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station. No account of his breeding was obtainable
beyond the statement from Doctor Pearl that he was from
their high-producing line.
The next year, 1916-17, ten pullets each from Pens IX, X,
XI, and XII were kept until they completed their first laying
year. The respective groups of pullets were designated as
Pen XIII (legbands 650 to 659, inclusive), Pen XIV (legbands 660 to 669, inclusive), Pen XV (legbands 670 to 679,
inclusive), and Pen XVI (legbands 680 to 689, inclusive).
The appearance of these pullets is shown in figures 7, 14, 21
and 28.
SELECTION OF THE COCKERELS

The standardbred cockerels used throughout the experiment were purchased solely upon the representations of their
breeders. In so f a r as could be ascertained by correspondence the birds chosen were as desirable from an egg-production standpoint as any to be secured a t the time. They
were purchased without previous inspection and no means
beyond the reach of any interested person was used in locating them.
It should be noted in considering the results, that the
White Leghorn cockerels had more recorded high-producing
ancestors back of them than either the Barred Plymouth
Rocks or White Orpingtons. However, even in the case of
the White Leghorns, the number of generations through which
their ancestors had been consistently selected for high production appears to have been small, though there is reason
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to believe that the breeder of the Leghorn males used in this experiment, was among the earlier ones to turn his attention
systematically toward egg production.
This simply emphasizes the fact that systematic breeding
for high egg production is still in its infancy. Desirable
cockerels from the production standpoint are undoubtedly
more numerous now than when this investigation was begun
and are becoming more numerous each year. But recordkeeping breeders are still f a r too few, and unscrupulous promoters who advertise 200-egg strains without even using
trapnests are unfortunately too many.
EGG RECORDS
The egg records of the females in Pens I, II, III, and IV, and
of their descendants are shown in Tables I, II, III, and IV.
The number of days represented by the record is indicated.
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If the bird completed her first laying year the number of
days is indicated as 365 (366 for 1915-16, leap year). If the
first year was not completed the number of days elapsing after
the beginning of laying is indicated.
These tables also show the lines of descent. For example
in Table I, first line, 655 is out of 603, out of 4, out of 51.
As is readily seen in Tables I, II, III, and IV, in no case did
all the females in any of the original pens have female descendants in the third generation of offspring (Pens XIII to
XVI, inclusive). Pen XIII had descendants from five of the
females in Pen I. Pen XIV had descendants from four females
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in Pen II. Pen XV had descendants from five of the females
in Pen III and Pen XVI, from six of the females in Pen IV.
This arose from a variety of causes. In some cases there was
low fertility, in others poor hatchability in spite of fair fertility, while in others an apparent lack of vigor was responsible
for the failure of any pullets to survive. In one or two cases
surviving pullets disappeared, probably through theft or destruction by natural enemies. Where the line of descent was
broken, the fact is indicated in the tables.
As has been suggested, a number of the females in the
various pens which left pullet offspring failed t o complete
their first laying year. In all cases except Pen XII this was
due to the death of the bird. Pen XII, through a blunder,
was marketed on November 1, 1916, when only one of the
birds had laid the full 366 days. The number of days each
bird had laid is indicated in the tables.
POINTS OF INTEREST IN RESULTS

In order t o get the full significance of the results obtained it
is desirable to examine them from several angles. The point
of interest of the general farmer who cannot conveniently pedigree his flock, is the flock average with regard to both uniformity and egg production, irrespective of deaths, accidents,
and the like. The constructive breeder who keeps careful
breeding records is interested particularly in the average production of those original mongrel females which had female
descendants in the third generation, in comparison with the
average production of their daughters, granddaughters, and
great granddaughters. Other matters of interest and significance are the different types of pedigrees of high producers, the great difference in production between pullets of
the same blood lines, and the comparative numbers of pullets
in the different groups laying a large number of eggs. For
convenience 200 eggs is taken as the standard for a high producer.
With regard to improvement in uniformity, figures 1 to 28
tell the story much better than could a verbal description. The
difference in the rapidity with which the White Leghorn and
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Fig. 22.- See opposite page for description
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White Orpington grades became uniformly white seems t o be
due to the fact that the white of the Leghorn is dominant t o
black pigment (though not necessarily t o red, see legband 24)
while that of the Orpington is recessive.1
AVERAGE IMPROVEMENT IN EGG PRODUCTION

The relative increases and decreases in the egg production
of the respective groups all birds considered are shown graph-

.
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ically in figure 29 and in percent in Table V. The average
number of eggs laid by each pen will be found a t the bottom
of Tables I to IV, inclusive.
In the first generation it is noticeable that there was marked
improvement in all three groups of grades in comparison with
their mongrel mothers. With the mongrels of this generation
there was some improvement but it is not nearly so marked
as with the grades, and might easily be accounted for by
earlier hatching and the more systematic care they received
during the growing period, than was probably the case with
their mothers.
In the second generation the improvement continued for
the Leghorn and Rock grades but the Orpington grades did not
lay as well as had their mothers. The mongrels, however,
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showed a marked improvement as compared with their
mothers. The actual improvement was undoubtedly greater
than the figures show, owing to the fact previously noted
that only one of these birds had completed her first laying
year when the pen was sold. It appears probable that but
for the blunder, these mongrels might have surpassed the
Barred Rock grades of the same generation. The average
length of the laying period of the birds of this group (Pen
XII) was 338.9 days.
In the third generation the improvement continued f o r the
Rock and Leghorn grades though at, a considerablv reduced
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TABLE III.-EGG

RECORDS OF T H E F E M A L E S I N P E N III AND OF THEIR
REPECTIVE DESCENDANTS (SINGLE C OMB W HITE LEGHORN GRADES)

slightly below their mongrel great granddams in average
production. There was a lowered production in the case of
the mongrels.
CHANCE IN THE SELECTION OF COCKERELS

All the Leghorn and Plymouth Rock males used during the
three years begot daughters which were, on the average,
better producers than the females of the preceding generation. This was not true of the White Orpington or mongrel
males. It should be noted, however, that the daughters of
1E, the first White Orpington male used, showed an improvement in production of 49.52 percent over their mongrel
mothers. This was greater than the improvement, 34.51 percent, brought about by the first Barred Rock male, 3E, used
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One of the white Orpinington male’s daughters (legband 6)
laid more than 200 eggs and was the only first-generation
grade to accomplish that feat, although two of the Leghorn
grades (legbands 25 and 26) came very close t o 200. However, considering his breeding, chance certainly favored in
the selection of l E , and failed t o favor in the cases of 101E
and 2E. While the choice of 101E and 2E (2d and 3d White
Orpington males used) was not fortunate, it appears that the
failure to make further progress was due to chance and not
t o the fact that increased production may not be introduced
through Orpington males from high-producing families. It
is entirely possible that a similar unsatisfactory result might
occur in using White Leghorn cockerels whose ancestors had
not been selected for egg production for more generations than
is shown by the pedigrees furnished by the breeder of the
White Orpington males. It is in fact highly probable that
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such a result would occur. It furtner appears that it was
largely a matter of good fortune that a poor selection was
not made in the case of either of the first two Barred Plymouth Rock cockerels used, unless the ancestors of these
individuals had been selected for high production for more
generations than the information furnished by their breeder
indicated.
It is well known among dairymen that there is an occasional
scrub cow that is a phenomenal producer. Though such scrubs
are few in number there are enough to make it quite evident
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that not all the families carrying factors for high production
are recorded on the pages of the herd books. While no one
would be justified in taking the time and trouble to trapnest
mongrel hens it would be strange indeed if among them there
were not occasionally a good producer. It appears evident
from the records of his daughters (Pen XII) shown in Table
IV, that mongrel male 10E transmitted a very much higher
production than was exhibited by the mongrel pullets with
which he was mated. Comparing his daughters with their
mothers and making no allowance for the fact that the former
had their laying year cut short by an average of 26.1 days,
there was an improvement of 39.62 percent, which is greater
than that shwon by the daughters of Barred Plymouth Rock
male 3E when he was mated to mongrel pullets.
ACTUAL IMPROVEMENT I N EGG PRODUCTION

In order to get a t the breeding result of three years’ grading it is simplest to consider first only those of the third-generation offspring which completed a full year’s laying. It is
obviously impossible to say what the production of those birds
failing t o complete the full year would have been, and it might
be misleading to include their records as they stand.
Fortunately all of the mongrel great granddams completed
their first laying year, so that it is possible to obtain a comparison between them and their great granddaughters. Tables
I, II, I I I and IV list the third-generation female offspring in
the right-hand division. Those which laid the full 365 days
are so indicated. Their ancestors in the female line with their
records are found in order toward the left.
The third-generation grade White Orpingtons (Pen XIII) ,
of which there were but four that completed the first year’s
laying (see Table I ) , gave an average production of 111.25
(105.33) eggs as compared with a first-year production of
124.66 eggs by their mongrel great granddams.
The third-generation grade Barred Plymouth Rock pullets
completing a full year’s laying gave an average first-year production of 207.33(210.75)l eggs as compared with an average
first-year production of 104.5 eggs by their mongrel great
granddams.
I
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The third-generation grade Single Comb White Leghorn pullets completing a full year’s laying gave an average first-year
production of 198 (215) l eggs as compared with an average
first-year production of 74.5 eggs by their mongrel great
granddams.
The third-generation mongrel pullets completing a full year’s
laying gave an average first-year production of 129.6 (130)
eggs as compared with an average first-year production of
101.66 eggs by their mongrel great granddams.
There was thus a very marked improvement in the case of
both the Barred Rock and White Leghorn grades (98.4 percent for the Barred Rocks and 165.77 percent for the White
Leghorns), when compared with their mongrel great granddams. At the same time there was a decreased production by
the White Orpington grades (10.76 percent) and a noticeable
improvement with the third generation of mongrel offspring
(27.48 percent).
I t so happened that those pullets in the group of original
mongrels which were mated t o a White Orpington cockerel,
and which had third-generation descendants, laid more eggs
than the great granddams of either the White Leghorn or
Barred Rock third-generation grades.
Similarly, as it turned out, the original mongrel pullets
which were mated to a White Leghorn cockerel, and which
had third-generation female descendants, laid fewer eggs than
the great granddams of the third-generation Barred Rock and
Orpington grades. That this was so, was a matter of chance
and not design. The original mongrel pullets were mated before they had begun t o lay. Furthermore there was no way
of foretelling which birds in each group would have thirdgeneration descendants. It serves, however, t o emphasize the
fact that the egg production of the original mongrel females
gives no basis for predicting the probable production of their
descendants. The facts strongly suggest rather that the production of the grades was largely determined by the sires used.
The relation of the average first-year production of the
third-generation grades which completed a full laying year,
to the average production of their dams, granddams, and great
granddams is shown graphically in figure 30 and numerically
in Table VI.
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RECORDS ABOVE TWO HUNDRED

Among the Leghorn grades there were eight individuals
(26.66 percent) with records above 200. These were Nos. 620
(223 eggs), 627 (211 eggs), and 629 (207 eggs) in the second
generation; and 672 (218 eggs), 673 (242 eggs), 676 (260
eggs), 677 (210 eggs), and 678 (250 eggs) in the third generation.
Among the Barred Rock grades there were five individuals
(16.66 percent) laying above 200 eggs. These were Nos. 610
(242 eggs) and 616 (208 eggs) in the second generation; and
663 (250 eggs), 664 (248 eggs), and 669 (262 eggs) in the
third generation.
Among the Orpington grades but one individual (3.33 percent) laying more than 200 eggs appeared. This was No. 6,
among the first-generation offspring, which produced 216 eggs.
No individuals laying above 200 eggs appeared in any of
the mongrel pens.
The highest individual producer was a Barred Rock thirdgeneration grade, No. 669, which laid 262 eggs during her first
year. The next highest was a White Leghorn third-generation
grade, No. 676, which laid 260 eggs during the same period.
TYPICAL PEDIGREES

As already intimated in another connection, a study of the
lines of descent strongly suggests that a pullet's egg production bears a closer relation to the breeding of her sire, than t o
the production of her mother.
A study of the pedigrees of various high- and low-producing grades suggests just a s strongly that not one o f the standardbred cockerels used was pure for high production, assuming
that, as Pearl found for the Barred Plymouth Rock, high winter production is dominant. If these cockerels had been pure
for high production their get would undoubtedly have been
more uniform with regard to production. It is hardly to be
expected that they should be, however, considering the comparatively few generations through which their ancestors had
been consistently and vigorously selected for high production.
Some lines of descent show consistent progress throughout
the three years though full sisters may differ considerably in
total production. Other lines are marked by progress and regression, alternately.
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Barred Rock grades Nos. 663 and 667 were full sisters and
hence had exactly the same ancestry. Their pedigree is fairly
typical of those in which consistent progress is made throughout the three years grading ; yet there was a difference in
production of 59 eggs between these birds, No. 663 having
laid 250 eggs and No. 667 but 191. Their pedigree is as follows :
Si

D

Barred Rock grades 661 and 669 had the same granddam
and great granddam. They had the same male ancestors for
three generations that were common to all the Barred Rock
grades. Their dams were full sisters. Yet there was a difference in their production of 163 eggs. The pedigrees of these
two third-generation grades are as follows:

I t is interesting t o note that their granddam, No. 13, laid
fewer eggs than their great granddam, No. 67, and hence,
apparently, was not in the line of progress. One of the daughters of No. 13, No. 611, laid 185 eggs, whose daughter, No.
661, in turn produced but 99, the lowest production recorded
for a third-generation Barred Rock grade which completed
her first laying year. The other of No. 13's daughters used
for breeding, No. 619, produced 104 eggs and died after a
laying period of 191 days. It is obviously impossible to say
what her production might have been, but the indications
were that she wouId not have been the equal of her sister,
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No. 611, which was March hatched and began laying the following November, while she was February hatched and failed
to lay until the last of the following February. Nevertheless
her daughter, No. 669, produced 262 eggs. Thus, of the thirdgeneration Barred Rock grades completing a year's production, two birds by the same sire and out of full sisters, gave
the highest and the lowest first-year production.
All of the Barred Rock grades were somewhat linebred
with regard to Parks 952 which appears twice in the pedigree
of 102E and once in that of 3E.
Among the Leghorn grades the pedigrees of No. 676, 260
eggs, and No. 671, 131 eggs, show consistent progress and
the lack of it, resspectively These pedigrees are as follows:
Id

of

FUTURE WORK

Goodale1 has recently presented evidence which indicates
that the manner of inheritance of high winter egg production
in the Rhode Island Red breed of chickens may differ from
that of the Barred Plymouth Rock, and that a pullet may
inherit high egg production from her mother. In the light
of this evidence it appears highly desirable to test Rhode
Island Red cockerels for grading. This test will be carried
o u t in the near future. The test with White Orpington males
will be repeated and one made with White Wyandotte males.
Check pens of mongrels will be kept as before.
3.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Very fair uniformity with regard to type and color
may be secured from a mongrel flock of mixed types and
colors, by the use of standardbred cockerels of the White Orpington, Single Comb White Leghorn, or Barred Plymouth
Rock varieties, for three successive generations.
2. The egg production of a poor-producing mongrel flock
of chickens may be quickly and markedly improved by grading, through the use of cockerels from high-laying families
of the Single Comb White Leghorn or Barred Plymouth Rock
varieties. It is probably true that a similar improvement may
be brought about through the use of selected standardbred
White Orpington cockerels.
3. There appears to be no reason why a priori the same
statement should not be true for poor-producing standardbred
flocks.
4. An occasional male may be found among mongrels which
transmits high production, though the chance of discovering
such birds appears to be small under the conditions of management which usually prevail.

